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7950 Horseshoe Bend Rd, Suite 107   •   Boise, ID 83714   

Print Tracker Announces Strategic Partnership with 
 

Dateline – Boise, Idaho, USA and Ontario, Canada

 

of MPS Toolbox. “With the data collected by Print Tracker software

minutes with MPS Toolbox for ready-to-review customer proposals

 

Designed for office imaging dealerships to increase profits and revenue, MPS Toolbox is a unique solution for the 

market as it is architected to leverage existing MPS program investments and infrastructure.

allows dealerships to combine critical device

to quickly deliver comprehensive assessments, fleet optimization, profit identification, proposal generation, 

supplies vendor analysis and other comprehensive reports for dealer sa

 

For information about Tangent MTW Inc. and the MPS Toolbox
 

Tangent MTW Incorporated 

Brooke Jibb Creative Services Manager

(613) 507-5151 

bjibb@tangentmtw.com 
 

For more information about Print Tracker, 
 

Print Tracker 

Brian Dawson, Sales and Marketing Director

(866) 629-3342 x7 

bdawson@PrintTracker.net 

 
About Tangent MTW Incorporated 
Tangent is a marketing communications agency specializing in 

brand management strategies. Tangent has a diverse portfolio covering marketing 
brand management, new venture development, software development and technology licensing. Tangent clients range from 
industry leading Fortune 500 companies to small, independently held businesses.
 
About Print Tracker 

PrintTracker™ is an MPS software solutions company.
solutions for the imaging device industry.  Tools include meter gathering software, advanced deployment options, fast meter 
capture, alert generation, service and meter viewers, customized reporting, an adaptable TCO Estimator, integration of 
meters and alert information into a wide variety of ERP systems, and automated supply fulfillment.
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Strategic Partnership with Tangent MTW Incorporated

Ontario, Canada  

Print Tracker is proud to announce that 

Print Tracker Pro can be integrated into Tangent MTW Inc.’s 

MPS Toolbox.   

 

“MPS Toolbox helps office imaging dealerships manage 

customer accounts more efficiently and profitably, all while 

maximizing investments already made in cur

systems and infrastructures,” said Chief Engineer and President 

Lance Hale.  “We are pleased that our clients can now take 

advantage of this powerful and useful utility.

 

“There is an abundance of untapped revenue that dealers can 

access within their existing account base,” stated Norman 

McConkey, Principal of Tangent MTW Incorporated and creator 

the data collected by Print Tracker software, comprehensive reports 

review customer proposals.” 

Designed for office imaging dealerships to increase profits and revenue, MPS Toolbox is a unique solution for the 

market as it is architected to leverage existing MPS program investments and infrastructure.

al device-related information from their remote monitoring and ERP systems, 

to quickly deliver comprehensive assessments, fleet optimization, profit identification, proposal generation, 

supplies vendor analysis and other comprehensive reports for dealer sales reps and their customer accounts.

Tangent MTW Inc. and the MPS Toolbox, please contact: 

Brooke Jibb Creative Services Manager 

about Print Tracker, and how they can help your business, please contact:

Brian Dawson, Sales and Marketing Director 

Tangent is a marketing communications agency specializing in the development and execution of integrated marketing and 

brand management strategies. Tangent has a diverse portfolio covering marketing communications, digital media marketing, 
brand management, new venture development, software development and technology licensing. Tangent clients range from 
industry leading Fortune 500 companies to small, independently held businesses. 

PrintTracker™ is an MPS software solutions company.  Print Tracker provides simple-to-install, intuitive
Tools include meter gathering software, advanced deployment options, fast meter 

ure, alert generation, service and meter viewers, customized reporting, an adaptable TCO Estimator, integration of 
meters and alert information into a wide variety of ERP systems, and automated supply fulfillment.
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MTW Incorporated 

Print Tracker is proud to announce that information gathered by 

can be integrated into Tangent MTW Inc.’s 

MPS Toolbox helps office imaging dealerships manage 

customer accounts more efficiently and profitably, all while 

maximizing investments already made in current program 

said Chief Engineer and President 

We are pleased that our clients can now take 

advantage of this powerful and useful utility.” 

“There is an abundance of untapped revenue that dealers can 

access within their existing account base,” stated Norman 

McConkey, Principal of Tangent MTW Incorporated and creator 

ive reports can be created in 

Designed for office imaging dealerships to increase profits and revenue, MPS Toolbox is a unique solution for the 

market as it is architected to leverage existing MPS program investments and infrastructure.  MPS Toolbox 

related information from their remote monitoring and ERP systems, 

to quickly deliver comprehensive assessments, fleet optimization, profit identification, proposal generation, 

les reps and their customer accounts. 

please contact: 

development and execution of integrated marketing and 

communications, digital media marketing, 
brand management, new venture development, software development and technology licensing. Tangent clients range from 

install, intuitive-to-use MPS software 
Tools include meter gathering software, advanced deployment options, fast meter 

ure, alert generation, service and meter viewers, customized reporting, an adaptable TCO Estimator, integration of 
meters and alert information into a wide variety of ERP systems, and automated supply fulfillment. 


